
Fig. 1. A prototypical cuirassed 
statue. Domitian, ca. 1st C. AD 

Fig. 2. Flavian 
reconstruction of the cult 
statue of Mars Ultor. Ca. 1st 
C. AD.  
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Figure 5. Statuette of Mars, first 

century A.D. Bronze, preserved 
height 9.I cm. The Art 

Museum, Princeton University. 
Museum purchase with funds 

given by the Guennol Charitable 
Foundation (71-9). Photograph 

by Clem Fiori. 

remains of a strut attached to the left side of the cuirass 

suggest that a supporting stump or tree trunk once 

stood along the left side of the figure. 
Even though the Princeton torso survives without its 

head and limbs, an accurate reconstruction of the 

work's original appearance is possible. It is clear that 
the figure originally stood in a classical Polykleitan 
contrapposto stance with a chiastic arrangement of the 

legs and arms. Note that the straps over the left leg 

hang straight down and that the figure's left hip stands 

slightly higher than the right. The left leg was the active 

leg and provides the primary means for supporting the 

weight of the figure. The shift of the hips to the view- 
er's right and the consequent sway of the straps to the 
viewer's left indicate that the figure's right leg stood in 
a relaxed position. Flexed at the knee, the right leg 
would have been raised slightly to rest on the ball of the 

right foot. The upper torso shifts visibly to the viewer's 

right so that its center of gravity lies more directly over 
the figure's weight-bearing left leg. 

It is clear that the missing upper limbs functioned in 

diagonal opposition to the legs. Thus, the figure's right 
arm was active. Once raised to hold a sword, spear, or 

baton, it would have been added as a separate piece, 
carved with a tenon for insertion into a rectangular 
hole, still visible, at the right shoulder (figure 3). The 

left arm was relaxed. Probably carved out of the same 
block of marble as the torso, it hung freely at the left 
side of the figure. The folds of the paludamentum, now 

largely lost, would have fallen down the left side of the 

torso to drape over the slightly extended left forearm. 

Perhaps the extended left hand, which may have been 

inserted into the folds of the paludamentum as a sepa- 
rate piece, once held a baton, scroll, or sacrificial 

implement, or perhaps the relaxed left arm once cra- 

dled a parazonium, a symbol of imperial authority.6 
In 1978, Klaus Stemmer published an extensive 

study on the typology of Roman imperial cuirassed 
statues.7 The reconstructed pose of the Princeton torso 

corresponds to examples collected by Stemmer in 

Group VII of his classification system. Of the thirty- 
five examples included by Stemmer in this category, 
thirteen possibly date to the Flavian period.8 A cui- 
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Fig. 3. Statuette of Mars, 
ca. 1st century AD 

Fig. 4. Cuirassed statue of 
Nero. It’s been found that artists 
painted the cuirass of this 
particular work in gold and the 
lower part of the tunic in ros.e  

Fig. 5. Alexander the Great in a Hellenistic cuirass that bears a gorgoneion, Alexander 
mosaic  
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Fig. 6. Heraldic Griffins flanking a candelabrum on a cuirassed statue of 
Titus.  

Fig. 7. Warrior with plated cuirass ( in 
likeness of Mars of Todi), bronze statuette, 
Etruscan, ca. 450 BC  

Fig. 8. Rhodian marble trophy with 
decorated breastplate. Ca. 100 BC 3 



Fig. 9. The Primaporta statue of 
Augustus.  

Fig. 10. Breastplate of the Primaporta statue 

Fig. 11. Personification of Hispania to the 
left of the main central scene.  

Fig. 12. Personification of Gaul to the 
right of the main scene. 
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Fig. 13. Main scene on the Primaporta statue 

Fig. 14. Republican coins showing bound barbarians 

Fig. 15. Drusus the Elder, theater 
at Caere. Possibly posthumous 
(post-9 BC) or from the Claudian 
period. 

Fig. 16. Cuirassed statue of 
Caligula 
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a). Denarius of C. Memmius, 56 B.C. 
OBV: Head of Ceres. REV: Naked captive, 
kneeling with bound hands at foot of 
trophy. 

b). Denarius of J. Caesar, 50 B.C. 
OBV: Head of Venus or Pietas. REV: 
Trophy with a bound Gaul 
underneath, likely Vercingetorix. 



Fig. 17. Claudius subjugating Britannia. The 
work utilized the Hellenistic group of 
Achilles and Penthesilea, Aphrodisias  

Fig. 18.  G. Domitus Corbulo, Vatican Museums 

Fig. 19. Agrippina crowns a young 
cuirassed Nero, Aphrodisias  6 



Fig. 21. a). Cuirassed statue from Sabratha of Vespasian. b). Detail of the face of the breastplate 

a. b. 

Fig. 20. Silver Sestertius. Obverse: Vespasian with the laurel 
crown. Reverse:  IUDEA CAPTA type with two barbatians. Ca. 
71 AD  
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Fig. 22. Denarius of Titus, ca. 80 AD 
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Figure i. Cuirassed Statue of Domitian, front view, A.D. 8I-96. Marble, preserved height i.z m. 

The Art Museum, Princeton University. Museum purchase, Caroline G. Mather Fund (84-2). 

Photograph by Clem Fiori. 
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Fig. 23. Torso of Domitian, 
Princeton University 

trophy with polygonal shields. The Victory on the left 
stands with her torso facing forward, but with her 
head turned to the right. Although the head has been 

badly damaged, close perusal of the lines of breakage 
(figure 8) reveals a delicately drawn chin, slightly 
parted lips, and a Praxitelean coiffure with the hair 
brushed straight back from the forehead and gathered 
into a bun at the back of the head. Her left leg stands 

straight, the left foot resting on the ground, while her 

right knee is raised slightly with the weight of her right 
leg resting on the ball of the foot. The drapery of the 

figure has been given an exceptionally fine treatment. 
Note the manner in which the folds flare out behind 
the figure in a pattern of ogival curves. Note also the 
manner in which the drapery falls free from the right 
shoulder to expose the right breast. Her stance and 

drapery suggest a single impetuous motion culminat- 

ing in her left hand hanging a polygonal shield on the 
crossbar of the trophy. Compared to the active stance 
of the left Victory, the figure on the right appears much 
more static. She stands in strict profile view as she 
raises a polygonal shield to hang on the trophy before 
her. Unfortunately, the lower half of the figure has 
been lost from the face of the cuirass. The stippled 
surface that remains suggests that the missing portion 
may have been added as a separate piece in antiquity or 

perhaps fastened to the front of the breastplate as a 
modern repair. It is probable, nonetheless, that the 

missing drapery fell in straight broad folds over the 
lower half of the figure. And even though the hair of 
the right Victory is styled in the same fashion as her 

counterpart on the left, the rigid profile stance, the 
broad folds of her chiton over the left forearm, and the 
tall crown on her head suggest a more severe appear- 
ance. 

The trophy and flanking winged Victories stand on a 
raised ground line. A seated barbarian captive (figure 
9), crouching forward to the right, appears tied to the 
base of the trophy.13 The major features of the figure, 
although very badly damaged, can still be disting- 
uished. The figure is male. He is seated with his but- 
tocks on the ground line and with his knees drawn up 
to his chest. His lower legs descend to the ground 
immediately before him, with his ankles falling across 
the ground line and his feet below it. In addition, the 

Figure 8. Princeton torso, detail of left Victory. 
Photograph by the author. 

Figure 9. Princeton torso, detail of captive. 
Photograph by the author. 
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Fig. 24. Detail of barbarian figure on  
Princeton Domitian torso (Fig. 23) 8 



a. 

b. 

Fig. 25. a). Cuirassed statue of Domitian, Piazza 
Colonna. b). Detail of the face of the breastplate 

Fig. 26. a). Cuirassed statue of 
Domitian, reused with head of 
Trajan, Louvre. b). Detail of the face 
of the breastplate 

 a. b. 
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Fig. 27. Cuirassed statue of Domitian, reused with 
bust of Trajan, Auch.   

Fig. 28. Cuirassed statue of Domitian with 
modern bust, Palazzo Altieri 

Fig. 29. Cuirassed statue of Domitian, Prado 
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Fig. 30. Equestrian statue of Domitian that stood in the Roman forum. The 
well-known equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius has been shown next to the 
statue, in proper scale, for comparison.  

figure is bare-chested, wears trousers, and has his 

hands tied behind his back. Any attempt to identify the 

subject and date of the breastplate composition hinges 
on the identity of the barbarian captive. 

Since the iconography of the breastplate celebrates a 

military victory, the statue must have been erected to 
commemorate one of Domitian's northern campaigns. 
Domitian celebrated his successes in this area with two 

triumphs in Rome. The first occurred in 83, following 
his campaign against the Chatti. The second, in 89, 
celebrated his double triumph over the Marcomanni 
and the Dacians. Senatorial sentiment recognized the 

necessity of the Chatti campaign, but the dubious out- 
come of the second war and Domitian's unnecessarily 
lavish celebration of the double triumph provoked 
great criticism.14 In response to negative reaction 

following his double celebration in 89, Domitian 
claimed no triumph for his Sarmatian victory in 9z. In 

simple ceremony, Domitian presented his victor's 
crown to Capitoline Jove."' Nevertheless, Domitian 
erected numerous monuments and victory arches to 
celebrate the conclusion of his Sarmatian war.'6 

An association with one of these campaigns depends 
on the identification of the barbarian captive bound at 
the foot of the trophy (figure 9). Although badly muti- 

lated, surviving traces of the figure leave little doubt 
that the subject depicted is a German rather than a 
Dacian or a Sarmatian. In their standard iconographic 
types, both the Dacians and the Sarmatians wear 

loose-fitting trousers, a long-sleeved jacket, and, most 

significantly, a Phrygian cap. The absence of the cus- 

tomary Phrygian cap on the Princeton captive pre- 
cludes association with either of these peoples. 
Stripped of his cloak and nude to the waist, the Ger- 
man captive wears the tight-fitting garments described 

by Tacitus.17 And even in its badly damaged state, the 
Princeton captive recalls Tacitus' description of the 

Chatti, who have "hardier bodies than the others, 
close-knit limbs, a forbidding expression, and more 

strength of intellect: there is much method in what they 
do, for Germans at least, and much shrewdness."I8 

Furthermore, the presence of a single German cap- 
tive tied to a single trophy precludes an association 
with Domitian's double triumph of 89. Monuments 
associated with the double triumph exploit the dual 

Figure io. Cuirassed Statue, face of breastplate. British 

Museum, London (BM 1895). Courtesy of the Trustees 

of the British Museum. 

nature of the celebration with a dual application of 
standard iconographic formulae. On the breastplate of 
a statue of Domitian in the British Museum, two 

trophies flank the figure of VICTORIA AVGVSTA, who 

appears above a reclining figure of Tellus with cornu- 

copia and twins (figure io)."9 A bound German captive 
appears at the base of the left trophy, and a Dacian 

captive occupies the same position at the base of the 

right trophy. Other works similarly demonstrate the 
dual iconographic program for celebrating the double 

triumph over the Marcomanni and the Dacians.o0 
A probable stylistic prototype for the Princeton cap- 

tive occurs on a numismatic issue minted by Titus to 

commemorate the victories of Agricola in Britain (fig- 
ure i i)."' Dated A.D. 8o, the reverse bears the inscrip- 
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Fig. 32. Breastplate of a cuirassed statue of 
Domitian,  restored with bustof Hadrian, British 
Museum 

Fig. 31. Cuirassed statue of Domitian, restored 
with bust of Lucius Verus, Vatican Museums  11 



Fig. 33. Detail of two captives from Fig. 31 

Fig. 34. Cuirassed statue of Trajan, 
griffins flanking a candelabrum.  

Fig. 35. Cuirassed statue of Trajan, female Arimaspe 
fighting off two griffins 12 



Fig. 36. Cuirassed statue of Trajan, Ostia. Fig. 37. Cuirass of Hadrian with the Roman she-wolf supporting 
the Palladium as Victories crown it, Athenian Agora 

Fig. 38. Cuirassed statue of Hadrian stepping 
on a barbarian child, Istanbul. 
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Fig. 39. Coin of Julianus, ca. 361-363 AD, 
Antioch Mint 

Fig. 40. Cuirassed statue of 
Septimius Severus, in the pose of 
the Diomedes of Kresilas, British 
Museum  

Fig. 41. Flavian replica of the cult statue 
of Mars Ultor, Capitoline Museums 

Fig. 42. Cuirassed statue of M. 
Holconius Rufus, The National 
Archaeological Museum of Naples 
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Fig. 43. Cuirassed statue of Titus, 
Olympia Archaeological Museum 

Fig. 44. Mid-2nd century AD cuirassed 
statue, Olympia Archaeological Museum 

Fig. 45. Reconstruction of the Nymphaeum of Herodes Atticus  
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Fig. 46. Cuirassed statue of Hadrian discovered in 
the Nympaheum of Herodes Atticus, Olympia 
Archaeological Museum.  

Fig. 47. Cuirassed statue of Marcus Aurelius, 
Olympia Archaeological Museum 

Fig. 48. Cuirassed statue of Titus. The 
hair was originally painted red, 
National Archaeological Museum of 
Naples  
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Fig. 49. Possible configuration of Augustus, Titus, and Claudius in the Augusteum of Herculaneum 

Fig. 50. Cuirassed statue of Titus, Sabratha 
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Fig. 51. Relief depicting the triple triumph of Augustus, from the Temple of Apollo Sosianus.  

Fig. 52. Map of the Forum Borarium. The Temple of Apollo Sosianus is no. 103 
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Fig. 53. A possible reconstruction of the triumphal route based on modern reconstructions. The 
Temple of Apollo Sosianus is no. 19, and the Arch of Titus is no. 12. 
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Fig. 55. Fragment of a triumphal relief, late 2nd century AD, 
National Museum of Rome 

Fig. 54. Reconstruction of a Trajanic triumphal relief, Palestrina 


